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ST. PAUL, MINN — When a powerful spiritual presence
directed Roland Comtois to write down the messages he receives
from the other side, Roland decided to do just that … and the
results have been astonishing. Signs of Spirit presents the
heartwarming stories of people who have received Roland's
Purple Papers and confirmed that the messages are from their
loved ones in spirit. In this book, you will read actual messages
from siblings sent through Roland to their grief-stricken brothers
or sisters. You will discover stories of hope sent to children who
struggle with the loss of their parents. You will feel the immense
gratitude and relief that comes when messages reveal that loved
ones in spirit are safe and at peace.
In the Purple Papers, broken relationships are repaired and
emotional turmoil is released as one of the world's most
remarkable mediums delivers breathtaking messages from loved
ones who passed away too soon. You will also discover many
photos of the most powerful Purple Papers, as well as messages
that haven't yet found their recipient—one of them could even
be for you.

About the Author:
Internationally acclaimed spiritual medium Roland Comtois is best
known as an inspirational speaker, metaphysical teacher, grief
counselor and author. His multi-faceted approach to teaching the
concept of life after death allows the listener/student/reader to
find their own healing path after a loss. The messages from beyond
embedded in Roland's signature Purple Papers lightens grief and
enables the paper recipient, still on this earth, to live with more
understanding and interconnection.
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